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Agenda

1. Methods;
2. Comparison of European and non-European health workers 

professional status in France;
3. Comparison of pathways in the frame of the global health-workers 

shortage;
4. Different perception of pandemic according to origin of degrees and 

gender.



1. Methods:

• 24 biographical interviews with physicians:
With European degrees: 13

• 3 Spanish; 1 Portuguese; 3 Rumanian; 1 Lithuanian; 3 Italians; 1
Belgian; 1 German;

With non-European degrees: 11
• 3 Moroccans, 1 Syrian woman; 2 Tunisians; 2 Algerians; 1 Chinese;

1 Russian/American; 1 Senegalese



The rationale of this comparisons

• The strengthening of control over Europe’s border as an outcome of
the Economic, Social, Political and Migrant crisis.

• Increasing “elite” migration trends.
• Eastern Enlargement of the European Union.



Geographical origins 
of foreign-born 

physicians 



The French NHS

• Several challenges:
• Growth of the French population;
• Application of the numerus clausus;
• “Medical deserts”;
• Shortage of medical staff.
• Budgetary rationalization increased because of the economic crisis: Lean

Management;



Curent Situation

• Foreign qualified physicians (CNODM):
• 22 568 foreign physicians in regular activity;
• 45.5% European ;
• 54.5% non-European - at least 51.7% from former colonies.

The overwhelming presence of doctors from ex-colonial countries can be
explained as a post-colonial inheritance of French educational and health
policies.

Is that an ethical solution?



2. Status and work conditions of the foreign 
physicians

• Precariousness of employment;
• Overloaded working schedule, medical repeated guards;
• Lower wages.

• In 1987, Attaché Associé (Associated attached physician) and in 1995,
Praticien adjoint contractuel (contractual assistant medical practitioner);

• Faisant fonction d’interne (FFI) (Practitioner acting as an intern).
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3. Comparison of Pathways:

• Non-EU physicians:
• Arrived before the global economic crisis: They wait from 10 to 14 years before having their

degree recognized.
Karim (Algerian 44 ) : “I passed 16 years as FFI, I came in France after having my degree. In Algeria, you cannot be
hired in hospitals if you don not have a “sponsor” so I had to leave. It was hard, but I finally succeeded… Now my
degree is recognized and I can work as physician… I have applied for naturalization”.

• Gendered paths: Men are often hired as Attachés associés or FFI; Women are more often
hired as nurses but practice as physicians;

Leila (Moroccan 48) : “After getting my medical degree, I went to France, but I couldn’t be hired as a physician,
because of my Moroccan degree, and I was hired as a nurse, but I practiced as a physician. I negotiated several
premiums to boost my wage. My male foreign colleagues didn’t have the same path… But, you know, women have
not the same professional chances”.

• Less international mobility; high internal mobility; multiplying specializations; no return
project.



Typical career path of a non-European doctor

Victoire Cottereau. Les praticiens à diplôme hors Union européenne (PADHUE) en France : Quand les hôpitaux ont recours à des médecins-
migrants. Revue francophone sur la santé et les territoires, hypotheses.org, 2015, pp.1-16. 

https://rfst.hypotheses.org/files/2015/04/Cottereau_rfst_2015.pdf.
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Comparison of Pathways:

• EU physicians:
• Mostly arrived during the economic crisis (2007-2008): degrees recognized, but not so

many of them hold executive positions.
Carlo (Italian, 45) : “I arrived in 2010, because in the hospital where I worked, they started to fire temporary
staff, physicians and nurses. So I decided to move before being fired. I sent several CV in several European
countries and a French hospital contacted me. I have better working conditions comparing with my Italian
colleagues, but I will never be a senior supervising doctor, I do not have a “pedigree””.

• They (men and women) are willing to move abroad to find better work and life conditions,
but do not plan to return in their country of origin.

Katia (Romanian, 40) : “France is a stage in my professional development. I want to improve French, to learn
medical terminology and to move to Quebec with my family. This is my dream!”.



But for both groups

• Difficulties are interpreted by those doctors as opportunities for their 
career;

• More flexibility in several areas (schedules, tasks, etc.);
• Medical specializations left by French students;
• No claims to simplify the degree recognition process;
• International high skilled mobility vs migration.



Effects of COVID-19 on the visibility 
of foreign medical staff



Frenzy Media during the COVID-19 pandemic







Caregivers Speak out in the Health Crisis

(Sonia (Moroccan physician) : “we are just at the beginning of the fight and we
were already exhausted because of staff shortage and our busy schedules… The strike
movement has been going on for months… Government is killing our public service and now
they want us to fight and save lives with pathetic means?!!! But for years they have been
cutting ICU beds, the nursing staff, they have not replaced the retiring doctors… I’m so
angry… We are fighting without weapons… We are on the front line without equipment,
without medication, overwhelmed by urgency, anxiety and death. All these dead bodies… I
can’t… (She is crying. Then she drinks something) … But we're standing here and we're
giving everything we can... It's our job, it's our ethics, but it's hard... This is Hell… (She’s
sobbing)”. (April 2020)

Very hard Working conditions in hospitals because of:
Budgetary cuts , equipment loss, overwhelmed units.



Different perceptions of the Health Crisis according 
to the origin of degree

Staff with European diplomas:
• A more positive view of the situation despite 

the current crisis;
• Bridges with Countries of origin;
• Visibility and hope for ascending careers.

For staff with non-European diplomas:
• distance from home (family and friends) to limit 

contamination;
• Anxiety about the future but also hope for 

better working status;
• Sudden visibility and discriminations.



Key takeaways

• De-skilling paths: the origin of degree determines a selection of
physicians;

• European policies of inclusion/exclusion of new countries into The EU
generate discriminatory processes.

• Gender determines a different treatment mostly for non-EU
physicians: Intersectional process ? (Crenshaw, 1989)

• Will Covid crisis accelerate the privatization process?



“Hey Mouloud, When you’re done with your triple bypass, 
would you bring us a coffee?”
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